Abstract. This paper presents an approach to partial parsing of natural language sentences that makes global inference on top of the outcome of hierarchically learned local classi ers. The best decomposition of a sentence into clauses is chosen using a dynamic programming based scheme that takes into account previously identi ed partial solutions. This inference scheme applies learning at several levels|when identifying potential clauses and when scoring partial solutions. The classi ers are trained in a hierarchical fashion, building on previous classi cations. The method presented signi cantly outperforms the best methods known so far for clause identi cation.
Introduction
Partial parsing is studied as an alternative to full-sentence parsing. Rather than producing a complete analysis of sentences, the alternative is to perform only partial analysis of the syntactic structures in a text 6, 1, 5]. There are several possible levels of partial parsing|from the identi cation of base noun phrases 9] to the identi cation of several kinds of \chunks " 1, 12] and to the identi cation of embedded clauses 1].
While earlier work in this direction concentrated on manual construction of rules, most of the recent work has been motivated by the observation that partial syntactic information can be extracted using local information|by examining the pattern itself, its nearby context and the local part-of-speech information. Thus, over the past few years there has been a lot of work on using statistical learning methods to recognize partial parsing patterns|syntactic phrases or words that participate in a syntactic relationship 9, 7, 8, 2, 12, 3] . Earlier learning works on partial parsing have used mostly local classi ers; each detects the beginning or end of a phrase of some type (noun phrase, verb phrase, etc.) or determines, for each word in the sentence, whether it belongs to a phrase or not. Recent work on this problem has achieved signi cant improvement by using global inference methods to combine the outcomes of these classi ers in a way that provides a coherent inference that satis es some global constraints, for example, non-overlapping constraints 8, 7] . The work presented here can be viewed as an extension of this approach to a more involved partial parsing problem.
In this paper we study a deeper level of partial parsing, that of clause identi cation. A clause is a sequence of words in a sentence that contains a subject and a predicate 13]. The problem is to split a sentence into clauses, as in, ( Coach them in (handling complaints ) ( so that ( they can resolve problems immediately )). ) This problem has been found more di cult than simply detecting non-overlapping phrases in sentences 13] . Existing approaches to it use a large number of local classi ers to determine the beginning and end of clauses, as well as the embedding level of the clause.
The work presented here builds on the success of a phrase identi cation approach that uses inference on top of learned classi er; it develops a scheme that allows the use of global information to combine local classi ers for the ner and more di cult task of identifying embedded clauses. The approach is related also to methods used in bottom-up parsing methods 4]. The key di erence is that, as in the inference with classi ers approach in 8], all the information sources used in the inference are derived from hierarchical classi ers that are applied within a recursive scheme. Speci cally, the best decomposition of a sentence into clauses is chosen using a dynamic programming scheme that takes into account previously identi ed partial solutions. This scheme applies learning at several levels, when identifying beginnings and ends of potential clauses and when scoring partial solutions. The classi ers are trained from annotated data in a hierarchical fashion, built on previous classi cations.
This work develops a general framework for clause identi cation that, while being more complex than previous approaches, is derived in a principled way, based on a clear formalism. In particular, the inference scheme can take several scoring functions that could be derived in di erent ways and make use of di erent information sources. We exemplify this by experimenting using three di erent scoring functions.
Clause Identi cation
Basic De nitions. Let w i be the i-th word in a sentence. Let w t s denote the sentence fragment or sequence of words w s ; w s+1 ; :::; w t and, in particular, let w n 1 represent a sentence. In this paper we do not consider clause types. In this setting, thus, a clause c is an element of the set C = f(w s ; w t )j1 s t ng.
For brevity, from now on we will denote a clause simply using the indices of the words of the sentence, and therefore a clause will be an element of the set C = f(s; t)j1 s t ng. Given two clauses c 1 = (s 1 ; t 1 ) and c 2 = (s 2 ; t 2 ), we say that c 1 and c 2 are equal, denoted by c 1 = c 2 , i s 1 = s 2 and t 1 = t 2 . We de ne that c 1 and c 2 overlap i s 1 < s 2 t 1 < t 2 or s 2 < s 1 t 2 < t 1 , and we note it as c 1 c 2 . Furthermore, we de ne that c 1 is embedded in c 2 i s 2 s 1 t 1 t 2 and c 1 6 = c 2 , and we note it as c 1 < c 2 . A clause split for a sentence is a coherent set of clauses of the sentence, that is, a subset of C whose clauses do not overlap. Formally, a clause split can be seen as an element S of the set S = fS C j 8c 1 ; c 2 2 S; c 1 6 c 2 g.
We will refer to a clause without any embedded clause as a base clause, and to a clause which embeds other clauses as a recursive clause.
Goal and Evaluation Metrics. The goal of the clause identi cation problem is to predict a clause split S P for a sentence which \guesses" the correct split S C for the sentence. For evaluating the task in a set of N sentences, the usual precision (P ), recall (R) and F =1 measures are used: (j j: number of elements in set.) the chunks are annotated together with its type between square brackets, while the clause split is annotated with parentheses. In a correct syntactic tree, clause boundaries are always at some chunk boundaries. However, in a real system chunk boundaries may be imperfect, so our formalization allows the violation of this constraint.
Inference Scheme
The decision scheme used for splitting a sentence into clauses includes two main tasks: 1) identifying single clauses in the sentence, that is, building the set C; and 2) selecting the clauses which form the optimal coherent split, that is, choosing the best element S in S.
Identifying Clauses
The identi cation of clauses is done in two steps: the rst, identi es candidate clauses in the sentence and the second, scores each candidate. We de ne an S point of the sentence as a word at which clauses may start, and similarly we de ne an E point of the sentence as a word at which clauses may end. The rst step consists of two functions, spoint(w) and epoint(w) which, given a word w, decide whether it is an S point and an E point, respectively. Each pair of S and E points, where E is not before S, is considered a clause candidate of the sentence. The S and E identi cation step reduces the space of clauses to be combined to form the solution, as a way to make the problem computationally feasible.
The second step scores each clause candidate of the sentence. This consists of a function score(s,t) which, given a clause candidate (s; t), outputs a real number. Its sign is interpreted as an indication of whether the candidate is a clause (positive) or not; the magnitude of the score is interpreted as the con dence of the decision.
Selecting the Clause Split
Given a set of scored clauses in the sentence, a coherent subset S must be selected as the clause split for the sentence. Our criterion of optimality for a clause split is the maximization of the summation of the scores of the clauses in the split:
score(s; t):
Given a matrix BestSplit s,t] that for each pair of words w s and w t stores the best split found in w t s , the best split for the whole sentence can be found at BestSplit 1,n]. Using dynamic programming, the matrix can e ciently be lled by exploring the sentence bottom-up.
A General Algorithm
Although we have described the whole process as two separate tasks, we want to perform them together. The main reason is that when a clause candidate is considered, we want to take advantage of the clause structure that is possibly embedded inside the candidate. The idea is that, syntactically, a clause c 1 acts as an atomic constituent inside a clause c 2 which embeds c 1 so that, when considering c 2 , all the constituents which form c 1 can be reduced to a single constituent, making the structure of c 2 simpler (which may a ect the scoring function).
The general algorithm is presented in Fig.1 as a recursive function. Two bidimensional matrices are maintained: BestSplit s,t] stores the optimal split found in w t s ; Score s,t] stores the score for the clause candidate (s; t). The call to the function optimal clause split(1,n) explores the whole sentence and stores the optimal clause split for the sentence in BestSplit 1,n].
The rst block of the function ensures the completeness of the exploration by making two recursive calls on the sentence fragments, one without the word at the end and the other without the word at the beginning. By induction, after the recursive calls all the clause splits inside the current sentence fragment are identi ed. The second block of the function computes the optimal split for the function optimal clause split (s, t) Fig. 1 . General Algorithm for Clause Splitting current sentence fragment. First, the optimal split is selected as the best union of two disjoint splits which cover the whole fragment. Then, the clause candidate for the current fragment is considered. If the score function classi es the current clause as positive, it is added to the optimal split. In the next section we will discuss several settings for this function. The solution given by the algorithm is guaranteed to be coherent by construction. A clause split is constructed by joining two disjoint clause splits, and only a clause which embeds all the clauses in the split may be added.
Note that the algorithm, as described in Fig.1 , repeats recursive calls. This recalculation is not needed and can be easily avoided by keeping track of the visited sentence fragments. It can also be noticed that a function call is relevant only if the fragment considered is bounded by an S point and an E point, and the algorithm can be adapted for avoiding unnecessary calls. In general, a sentence requires a function call for each clause candidate and there is a quadratic number of clause candidates over the n words in the sentence. The function requires a linear time for selecting the optimal split plus the cost of the scoring function. Thus, identifying a clause split in a sentence will take time O(n 2 (n + cost(score))).
Scoring Functions
In this section we describe particular settings of the function score. Given a clause candidate, this function has to predict a score for the candidate being a clause in the sentence. It is de ned as a composition of classi ers, each of which, given a clause candidate, output a real number that encodes its prediction (sign) and con dence (magnitude). Below we de ne such classi ers, and in Sect.4 we describe the learning process. Let (s; t) be the clause candidate to be scored.
The variants are the following:
Plain Scoring. The clause structure is not considered. A clause is scored by a classi er, which we refer to as plain, which recognizes clauses as plain structures.
This scoring function is independent of the decision taken inside. score(s,t) = plain(s; t) The cost of this scoring function is the cost of the plain classi er.
Structured Scoring. In this setting, the score of a clause depends on its internal structure. This may require exploring all possible subclauses which, to guarantee optimal solutions, may be exponentially expensive. We present here two variations of scoring functions that provide some trade-o between the computational cost and the global optimality.
Let be the set computed by the algorithm in Fig.1 , which contains a linear number of splits, and let S be the optimal element in . We de ne the cascade function C(f 1 ; f 2 ; : : : ; f n ) as a function which returns f 1 if f 1 > 0 and C(f 2 ; : : : ; f n ) otherwise, having C() = ?1.
Best Split Scoring. The optimal split is considered for the scoring. The function is composed of three classi ers. A base classi er recognizes base clauses, i.e. clauses that do not embed other clauses. A rec C classi er recognizes clauses assuming that the complete split of clauses inside the candidate is given. Finally, a rec P classi er recognizes clauses assuming that only a partial split of clauses is given. When no clause has been identi ed inside the candidate, the function rst applies the base classi er, and if it predicts false, it applies the rec P classi er, assuming that initial clauses were missed. When a split is given, the function cascades the three classi ers. The rec C classi er may give an accurate prediction if the split is correct and complete. If it predicts false, the classi er rec P is applied, assuming that some clauses in the split were missed. If it also predicts false, the candidate is tested as a base clause, despite the identi ed split. This function score depends both on the clauses identi ed inside and the choice of the optimal split. It is designed to overcome misses in the given split, but incorrect clauses in the split may damage the performance.
score(s,t) = C(base(s; t); rec P (s; t)) if S = ;
C(rec C (s; t; S ); rec P (s; t; S ); base(s; t)) otherwise
The computational complexity of this scoring function is the cost of the involved classi ers.
Linear Average Scoring. All the splits in are considered for scoring the candidate. The function uses the same classi ers as in the Best Split Scoring. The idea here is that the con dence of a clause depends on all the clause structures that can be embedded inside, not only on the optimal. Thus, the score of the clause is given by the function avg + which computes the average only over the scores which give positive evidence. As in the previous function, incorrect clauses in the splits may damage the performance. score(s,t) = C(base(s; t); rec P (s; t)) if = ; C(avg + S2 C(rec C (s; t; S); rec P (s; t; S)); base(s; t)) otherwise This scoring function requires linear exploration of the structure, and hence its cost is n times the cost of the classi ers.
Learning the decisions
Here we describe the learning process of the functions involved in the system. When identifying candidates two classi ers are involved, spoint and epoint. The scoring functions use up to four classi ers, namely plain, base, rec C and rec P .
We use AdaBoost with con dence rated predictions as the learning method.
AdaBoost
The purpose of boosting algorithms is to nd a highly accurate classi cation rule by combining many base classi ers. In this work we use the generalized AdaBoost algorithm presented in 11] by Schapire and Singer. This algorithm has been applied, with signi cant success, to a number of problems in di erent research areas, including NLP tasks 10]. is seen as a function h : X ! R. The output of each h t is a real number whose sign is interpreted as the predicted class, and whose magnitude is the con dence in the prediction. The AdaBoost classi er is a weighted vote of the base classi ers, given by the expression f(x) = P T t=1 t h t (x), where t represents the weight of h t inside the whole classi er. Again, the sign of f(x) is the class of the prediction and the magnitude is its con dence.
The base classi ers we use are decision trees of xed depth. The internal nodes of a decision tree test the value of Boolean predicate (e.g. \the rst word of a clause candidate is that"). The leaves of a tree de ne a partition over the input space X, and each leaf contains the prediction of the tree for the corresponding part of X. We follow the criterion presented in 11] for growing base decision trees and computing the predictions in the leaves. A maximum depth is used as the stopping criterion.
Features
An entity to be classi ed is represented by a set of binary features encoding local and global information in the entity. Features are grouped into several types:
Word Window. A word window of context size n anchored in the word w i encodes the words in the fragment w i+n i?n along with their position relative to the central word. For each word in the window, its pos forms a feature. For words whose pos are determiners, conjunctions, pronouns or verbs, the form is also a feature.
When considered and available, features will also encode whether the words are S or E points.
Chunk Window. A chunk window of context size n anchored in the word w i codi es the chunk containing the word w i , the previous n chunks and the following n chunks. For each chunk in the window, a feature is formed with the chunk tag and the distance to the central chunk.
Patterns. A pattern represents the structure of a sentence fragment which is relevant for distinguishing clauses. The following elements are considered: a) Punctuation marks ('',``, (, ) , ,, ., :) and coordinate conjunctions; b) The word \that"; c) Relative pronouns; d) Verb phrases chunks; and e) CLAUSE constituents, already recognized. A pattern for the fragment w j i is a feature formed by concatenating the relevant elements inside the fragment.
Element Counts. Number of occurrences of relevant elements in a sentence fragment. Speci cally, we consider the chunks which are verb phrases or relative pronouns, the word that, and the words whose pos is a punctuation mark.
Given a sentence fragment, two features are generated for each element, one indicating the count of the element and the other indicating the existence of the element. If a clause split is given, elements inside clauses will not be counted.
Training the Classi ers
Classi ers in the decision scheme are used dynamically. Here we describe how to generate a static set of examples from a given set of annotated sentences.
For the S and E identi cation, each word in the sentence produces an example to be classi ed. Since clause boundaries, by de nition, only appear at chunk boundaries, we consider only the words at the beginning of a chunk as examples for the spoint classi er and the words at the end of a chunk as examples for the epoint classi er. Consistently, when labeling, the words between chunk boundaries are never considered S or E points. The system works from left to right, by rst using the S predictor for the whole sentence and then the E. An example at a word is represented with word and chunk windows, considering the S and E already predicted, and a pattern and counts features for the fragments of the sentence before and after the word.
The classi ers in the scoring function receive clause candidates as examples to be classi ed. The candidates are generated by the S and E identi cation so, clearly, the classi ers of the scoring functions depend on the performance of the S and E classi ers. In training, given a set of sentences, examples of candidates are generated with the correct set of S and E points plus a set of incorrect points which depends on the previously learned classi ers. Our criterion for selecting such incorrect points is to use negative examples which are closer to the decision boundary of the spoint and epoint classi ers.
Given a set of candidates, we generate and typify training examples into four positive labels (`+1'{`+4') and two negative labels (`-1',`-2') as follows:
{ Each candidate which is a base clause generates one example of type`+1'.
{ Each candidate which is a recursive clause generates: 1) one example of typè +2', without considering its internal clause split; 2) one example of typè +3', considering its complete clause split; and 3) k examples of type`+4', each considering one of the k partial splits formed by removing clauses from the complete split for up to three levels deep.
{ Each candidate which is not a clause generates: 1) one example of typè -1', without considering any clauses inside; and 2) k examples of type`-2' considering possible splits with the clauses inside the candidate generated as in examples of type`+4'.
For training, the plain classi er takes positive examples of type`+1' and +2', and negative examples of type`-1'. The base classi er takes`+1' positive examples and`-1' negative examples. The rec C takes`+3' for positives and`-2' for negatives. Finally, the rec P takes positive examples of type`+2',`+3' and +4', and negative examples of both types.
In these classi ers, a candidate is represented by word and chunk windows anchored both in the S and E point of the candidate, a pattern codifying the structure of the candidate and counts of the relevant elements in the candidate. Note that when a clause split is considered within a candidate, clauses in the split are represented in the pattern as reduced elements and elements inside the clauses are not counted.
Experiments
In this section we describe the experiments we performed to evaluate the presented algorithm with its variations. Corpus freely available at http://lcg-www.iua.ac.be/conll2001/clauses.
Training classi ers. All the classi ers involved in the scheme were trained using base decision trees of depth 4 (four levels of predicates plus the leaves with the predictions). Initial experiments showed a great improvement in using depths around 4 rather than the usual decision stumps (depth 1). Only features with more than three occurrences in the training data were considered. Up to 4,000 trees were learned for each classi er, and the optimal number was selected as the one with the best F =1 measure on the development set.
Evaluating the scoring functions. In the rst experiment we compared the performance of the three proposed scoring functions. The classi ers involved in the functions were learned without considering incorrect S and E points in the training set. Table 1 shows in the rst three columns the results for each scoring function on the development set, together with the results of the Open-Close. The performance of the S and E points identi cation was 93.89% and 90.12% in Regarding the three results, the Best Split Scoring obtained the best rates. The Plain Scoring obtained the same recall but less precision. Our hypothesis is that considering reduced clauses simpli es the structures to be classi ed and yields more precise predictions. The Linear Average Scoring is signi cantly worse than the other variants. Thus, it seems that in this problem taking into account the optimal identi ed structure helps the decisions, but further explorations of non-optimal solutions confuses the decisions. Comparing to the best results in CoNLL, both the Best Split and Plain Scoring variants signi cantly outperformed the Open-Close method.
In order to show the bottleneck that the S and E identi cation introduced, we ran the systems considering the correct S and E points instead of using the predictions. The results are shown in the right side of Table 1 . In this ideal setting, the performance is very good, clearly indicating that errors in the S and E layer signi cantly a ect the general performance. The Best Split Scoring is again better than the other scoring variants. Here Open-Close achieves a very high precision, possibly due to a heuristics which opens a clause at each S point.
Robust Training. The false positive errors in the S and E identi cation produce clause candidates that have not been considered when training the scoring classi ers. In this experiment we retrained such classi ers generating better sets of negative examples, and exploring di erent sizes of negative examples. As described in Sect.4.3, such training examples were generated with the correct set of S and E points plus a P% of incorrect points, selecting those which were close to the decision boundary of the learned spoint and epoint classi ers, respectively. We used P values ranging from 0 to 100. In general, the higher the P the more precise were the classi ers we obtained. The Plain Scoring, despite the improvement in precision, did not improve the F measure because the recall rates dropped faster. The Linear Average Scoring slightly improved its F rate, but did not outperform the other variants on the default training. Finally, the Best Split Scoring obtained signi cant improvements: the best performance was achieved when adding a 20% of incorrect S predictions and 40% incorrect E predictions, giving an F rate of 87:22%. Table 1 (left) shows the results only for this improved model. Naturally, the performance using the correct S and E (Table 1 right) deteriorated when incorrect predictions were also used. Table 2 presents the results obtained by the di erent scoring functions on the test set, together with the Open-Close results and the S and E performance.
As observed in the systems tested in the CoNLL competition 13], the test set seems to be harder than the development set. Again, the Best Split Scoring performs signi cantly better than the other approaches, and the robust training of the function, with the setting tuned on the development, yields a signi cant improvement in precision and the F measure. We have presented a framework for the identi cation of embedded structure in sentences and investigated experimentally several instantiations of it. All the decisions involved in the scheme are derived using learned classi ers, and thus it is a scheme for doing inference with classi ers. We have shown that this approach improves over the top-performing clausing system. Moreover, we believe that the general framework developed here can be generalized to the identi cation of embedded structures in other structure learning problems, such as information extraction problems and other natural language processing, and this is one of the important direction that we intend to explore in future work.
Several questions remain open with respect to the speci c problem studied here. The key one is that of incorporating the chunk parsing stage into the framework rather than using its outputs. The idea is to maintain the ambiguity in the classi cation longer, perhaps until it can be resolved using other information sources, as our framework suggests. Other problems include investigating the use of additional linguistic knowledge, such as the type of the clause, and avoiding the signi cant bottleneck introduced by the S and E layer.
